Base Hourly Rate $97.72 | Per Estimate Charge Per Week $180.00 | Drawings Copies $45< Range> $425.00+

80 % - 98% to Comparative Electrical Estimate Flat Rate Schedule 2018
Commercial Electrical Value

Charge

Industrial Electrical Value Charge

$100

to

$50,000 = $400

$100

to

$50,000 = $640

$50,000

to

$100,000 = $800

$ 50,000

to

$100,000 = $1280

$100,000

to

$200,000 = $ 1200

$100,000

to

$200,000 = $1920

$200,000

to

$300,000 = $1600

$200,000

to

$300,000 = $2,560

$300,000

to

$400,000 = $2,000

$300,000

to

$400,000 = $3,200

$400,000

to

$500,000 = $2,400

$400,000

to

$500,000 = $3,840

$500,000

to

$600,000 = $2,800

$500,000

to

$600,000 = $4,480

$600,000

to

$750,000 = $3,200

$600,000

to

$750,000 = $5,120

$750,000

to

$1,000,000= $3,600

$750,000

to

$1,000,000= $5,760

$1,000,000 to

$1,250,000= $4,000

$1,000,000 to

$1,250,000= $6,400

Above is our limit for 1 estimator. Most bid due dates not enough time to finish.
Below are cost projections only. Trained additional estimators are needed. No
staff currently to support immediate projects in these dollar amounts. Call Us.

Commercial Electrical Value
$1,250,000 to

Charge

$1,500,000 = $4,400

Industrial Electrical Value Charge
$1,250,000 to

$1,500,000 = $7,040
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Base Hourly Rate $97.72 | Per Estimate Charge Per Week $350.00 | Drawings Copies $425< Range> $850.00+

60 % - 98% to Comparative Electrical Estimate Flat Rate Schedule 2018
Commercial Electrical Value

Charge

Industrial Electrical Value Charge

$1,500,000 to

$1,750,000 = $4,800

$1,500,000 to

$1,750,000 = $7,680

$1,750,000 to

$2,000,000= $5,200

$1,750,000 to

$2,000,000 = $8,320

$2,000,000 to

$2,500,000= $5,600

$2,000,000 to

$2,500,000 = $8,960

$2,500,000 to

$3,000,000= $6,400

$2,500,000 to $3,000,000 = $10,240

$3,500,000 to

$4,000,000= $8,000

$3,500,000 to $4,000,000 = $12,800

$4,000,000 to

$4,500,000= $8,800

$4,000,000 to $4,500,000 = $14,080

$4,500,000 to

$5,000,000= $9,600

$4,500,000 to $5,000,000 = $15,360

$5,000,000 to

$5,500,000= $10,600

$5,000,000 to $5,550,000 = $16,960

$5,500,000 to

$6,000,000= $11,500

$5,500,000 to $6,000,000 = $18,400

$6,000,000 to $6,500,000= $12,500

$6,000,000 to $6,500,000 = $20,000

$6,500,000 to $7,000,000= $13,500

$6,500,000 to $7,000,000 = $21,600

$7,000,000 to

$7,500,000= $14,500

$7,000,000 to $7,500,000 = $23,200

$7,500,000 to

$8,000,000= $15,500

$7,500,000 to $8,000,000 = $24,800

$8,000,000 to

$8,500,000= $16,500

$8,000,000 to $8,500,000 = $26,400

$8,500,000 to

$9,000,000= $17,500

$8,000,000 to $8,500,000 = $28,000
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Base Hourly Rate $97.72 | Per Estimate Charge Per Week $720.00 | Drawings Copies $425 < Range> $2125 +

50 % - 98% to Comparative Electrical Estimate Flat Rate Schedule 2018
Commercial Electrical Value
$9,000,000 to

Charge

Industrial Electrical Value Charge

$9,500,000= $18,500

$9,000,000 to $9,500,000 = $29,600

$9,500,000 to $10,000,000= $19,500

$9,500,000 to $10,000,000 = $31,200

$10,000,000 to $10,500,000= $20,500

$10,000,000 to $10,500,000 = $32,800

$10,500,000 to $11,000,000= $21,500

$10,500,000 to $11,000,000 = $34,400

$11,000,000 to $11,500,000= $22,500

$11,000,000 to $11,500,000 = $36,000

$11,500,000 to $12,000,000= $23,500

$11,500,000 to $12,000,000 = $37,600

$12,000,000 to $12,500,000= $24,500

$12,000,000 to $12,500,000 = $39,200

$12,500,000 to $13,000,000= $25,500

$12,500,000 to $13,000,000 = $40,800

$13,000,000 to $13,500,000= $26,500

$13,500,000 to $13,500,000 = $42,400

$13,500,000 to $14,000,000= $27,500

$13,500,000 to $14,000,000 = $44,000

$14,000,000 to $14,500,000= $28,500

$14,000,000 to $14,500,000 = $45,600

$14,500,000 to $15,000,000= $29,500

$14,500,000 to $15,000,000 = $47,200

$15,000,000 to $15,500,000= $30,500

$15,000,000 to $15,500,000 = $48,800

$16,000,000 to $16,500,000= $31,500

$16,000,000 to $16,500,000 = $50,400

$16,500,000 to $17,000,000= $32,500

$16,500,000 to $17,000,000 = $52,000
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Base Hourly Rate $97.72 | Per Estimate Charge Per Week $720.00 | Drawings Copies $425< Range> $2125+

40 % - 98% to Comparative Electrical Estimate Flat Rate Schedule 2018
Commercial Electrical Value

Charge

Industrial Electrical Value Charge

$16,500,000 to $17,000,000= $33,500

$16,500,000 to $17,000,000 = $53,600

$17,500,000 to $18,000,000= $34,500

$17,500,000 to $18,000,000 = $55,200

$18,000,000 to $18,500,000= $35,500

$18,000,000 to $18,500,000 = $56,800

$18,500,000 to $19,000,000= $36,500

$18,500,000 to $19,000,000 = $58,400

$19,500,000 to $20,000,000= $37,500

$19,500,000 to $20,000,000 = $60,000

$20,000,000 to $20,500,000= $38,500

$20,000,000 to $20,500,000 = $61,600

$20,500,000 to $21,000,000= $40,500

$20,000,000 to $21,000,000 = $64,800

$21,000,000 to $21,500,000= $41,500 $21,000,000 to $21,500,000 = $66,400
$21,500,000 to $22,000,000= $42,500 $21,500,000 to $22,000,000 = $68,000
$22,500,000 to $23,000,000= $43,500 $22,500,000 to $23,000,000 = $69,600
$23,000,000 to $23,500,000= $44,500 $23,000,000 to $23,500,000 = $71,200
$23,500,000 to $24,000,000= $45,500 $23,500,000 to $24,000,000 = $72,800
$24,000,000 to $24,500,000= $46,500 $24,000,000 to $24,500,000 = $74,400
$24,500,000 to $25,000,000= $47,500 $24,500,000 to $25,000,000 = $76,000
$25,000,000 to $25,500,000= $48,500 $25,000,000 to $25,500,000 = $77,600
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